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Colour  
gets clever
Our new Color Pixel Technology delivers 100% coverage  
and lasting, luminous high-resolution colour vibrancy.  
From on-trend pastel blondes for summer to glossy brunettes 
and vibrant reds and Instagram-friendly rainbow shades, your 
colour options are endless – the only limit is your creativity.

But the real revolution with PCC 2.0 is the Smart Colour 
Transformer, which converts any permanent shade into the 
equivalent demi-permanent shade. That means multiple 
colour options and colour results, for more diverse looks 
– and dramatically less wasted stock in your salon. It also 
means dual application couldn’t be easier, with seamless 
colour results from root to tip guaranteed everytime.

Time for  
an upgrade?
Ready to try something new with colour? 

Get ready to meet Indola’s new and improved range: 
PCC 2.0. It’s all about smart, multi-solution colour,  
which allows you to achieve more diverse results,  
with less fuss. 

At Indola, we know that it’s all about reliable colour and 
services that are quick, easy and effective – all while 
providing bespoke results for your clients. That’s why 
we’ve relaunched PCC, with clever improvements that 
will transform colour solutions in your salon and give you 
even greater flexibility to get creative.

Street style inspiration
Today’s colour trends aren’t just about runway 
inspirations; they’re about real-life looks taken from the 
streets and social media. Street style stars are the fashion 
icons that clients look to for their beauty ideas and 
Instagram is where they go to find their next hairstyle 
– so where better to go and find the inspiration for our 
latest Indola lookbook: Smart Street Style Collection?

It’s all about diverse – and truly commercial – colour 
that women really want, inspired by the real-life fashion 
looks they crave. Wherever you are and whatever 
type of salon you have, the Indola Smart Street Style 
Collection will inspire and help drive your business



We’re proud to introduce the two latest additions to the Indola expert lineup; Andy Smith and Chanel Nott.  
These two bring with them a wealth of session and salon knowledge, honed behind the chair at Real Hair in London 
and on the runways and shoot sets of some of fashion’s finest. Now, it’s time to get to know your experts...

Win a trip to New York
Fancy a trip to New York  
to meet session stylist Mustafa 
Yanaz and Insta hair guru, The 
Niksters? They’ll be judging our 
colour competition this summer 
and it’s super-easy to enter. Just 
share a before and after shot of 
your client with their new PCC 
2.0 colour, share on social with 
#Indola and #SimplySmarter 
and you could be jetting off to the 
Big Apple for a fashion-fuelled 
adventure of your own. 

Stay tuned for more information 
this summer…

  Fresh. 
    Casual. Street.

  Gigi Hadid
What ’s y our own sty le in three words? Who is y our current sty le obsession?

Meet the experts

  ANDY SMITH

Creative director, Real Hair, London 

Andy leads his team by example  
with an obsession for shape and 
structure to create bespoke styles  
for every client. His work has  
featured in iconic magazines 
including Vogue, which has made 
him a fixture at fashion weeks 
worldwide.

CHANEL NOTT

Senior colourist, Real Hair London 

Chanel’s innate understanding 
of colour and trademark finesse 
has put her on the speed dial of 
international celebrities, style 
icons and top model agencies. 
Career highs to date include 
working with Louis Vuitton 
on stunning editorials and at 
international fashion weeks.

FREE  COLOUR for  
every FHA member
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